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Abstract: The negative outcomes of industrial capitalism and neoliber-
alism continue to grow in the twenty-first century, causing many social 
scientists to look for solutions and alternatives to the status quo. Major 
ideologies gravitate towards collectivization and statism on the one 
hand, and anarcho-capitalism and the “commodification of everything” 
on the other. There is, however, a growing movement towards decentral-
ization by democratization. This article examines worker’s cooperatives 
and the framework behind the cooperative movement (distributism and 
anarcho-socialism) as a robust solution to the central problems of our 
economy. Worker’s cooperatives, while still not common in many indus-
tries, are both theoretically sound and have been concretely tested.”

Introduction1

“If our best chance for a global household of justice is the democratiza-
tion of economy, this would require radical changes in the way we form, 
accumulate, and distribute capital.”2

– M. Douglas Meeks

Despite endless theories and promises of economic and polit-
ical change, the economically “developed” world continues to 
exhibit dehumanizing outcomes on top of unsustainable tra-

jectories. Against the backdrop of neoliberalism,3 the goals of classic 
“socialism”—social and economic justice, economic democracy/decen-
tralization, and “cooperation over competition”—remain as relevant 
as ever.4 This article contends that the most significant problems of the 
21st- century economy can be most effectively addressed not by anar-
cho-capitalism (the absolutization of markets and the private sector) 
or by state collectivism (the absolutization of the public and political 
sector), or even by implementing Nordic/Scandinavian democratic 
socialism (promising as it might be), but by the mass implementation of 
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worker cooperatives in all economic and political contexts (genuinely 
decentralized economic and political power). 

While there are endless varieties of such cooperatives, or “worker 
self-directed enterprises” (WDSEs), “mutuals” (UK), “solidarity- co- 
operatives” (Latin America),5 in this article I generally refer to and 
advocate for those firms which are (a) majority-owned (i.e., >50% 
equity) by associates (“employees”), and (b) where “the workers who 
cooperatively produce the surplus [profit] and those who cooperatively 
appropriate and distribute it are identical.”6 That is, firms that are both 
worker-owned and worker-managed (though, much of what follows may 
apply to client-owned cooperatives as well).

This discussion will begin with broad strokes about capitalism and 
economics and then work towards the more specific subject of workers’ 
cooperatives. I take this general-to-particular approach because (a) there 
seems to be habitual dismissal and/or denial regarding “market society”7 
and industrial capitalism’s inherent, systemic problems, especially in a 
contemporary economic context, and (b) the cooperative movement 
must be viewed as a radical alternative to industrial capitalism and a 
neoliberal market society, not a peripheral supplement or adjustment 
to the existing socio-economic system. (though transitionary phases are 
sure to occur).8 “Solutions” that only attempt to correct the outcomes of 
our current economic system, and not the system itself, merely treat the 
symptom and not the cause. 

What is the Problem?

“When cybernated and automatic machinery can reduce toil to a near 
vanishing point, nothing is more meaningless to young people than a 
lifetime of toil. When modern industry can provide abundance for all, 
nothing is more vicious to poor people than a lifetime of poverty. When 
all the resources exist to promote social equality, nothing is more crim-
inal to ethnic minorities, women, and [sexual and gender minorities] 
than subjugation.”9

—Murray Bookchin

As it is well known, industrial capitalism and free enterprise have intro-
duced an era of unprecedented wealth. For the first time in human 
history, abject poverty has become the exception instead of the norm. 
Within a single century, almost a third of the world population no longer 
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struggles to find enough food. From our clothes, to cars, to computers, 
the evidence of this economic revolution seem to be everywhere.

And yet, there is evidence and experience also shows that some-
thing is terribly wrong, and that this prosperity is not everywhere—even 
in places where capitalism dominates. Early signs of systemic problems 
appeared in (1) the industrial factory in Great Britain, where the bodies 
of women and children were abused in order to maximize production; 
(2) in the rivers and lakes, where life-giving water became toxic to 
enable this production; (3) and on the farm and in the village —where 
communities of human beings were conquered and traded as property, 
justified by profit, religion, and/or narratives of superiority.10 This isn’t to 
mention intercontinental colonialism and profit-driven genocide spread 
across centuries.11

Contrary to what apologists of contemporary capitalism imagine,12 
these unprecedented problems were a sign of things to come, not a 
parenthesis, a “wrong turn,”13 or a brief pause in the march towards inev-
itable progress. The entire biosphere is now threatened from two-hun-
dred years of careless pollution.14 Millions of children and women are 
traded as slaves in a new (and growing) global market that constantly 
turns up victims in US cities.15 The prison system in the US is rigged to 
prey on the most economically vulnerable and oppressed groups, with 
more than 2 million behind bars (most for nonviolent crimes).16 In many 
“developed” cities, one can witness tents of the homeless erected on the 
same block as billion-dollar entertainment capital projects. The attitudes 
towards public institutions and democracy tends more and more to be 
one of distrust instead of trust.

Pulitzer -Prize-winning journalist and Christian minister Chris 
Hedges co-authored an award-winning book where the authors’ goal was 
to “set out to take a look at the sacrifice zones, those areas in America 
that have been offered up for exploitation in the name of profit, prog-
ress, and technological advancement. They wanted to show in words 
and drawings what life looks like in places where the marketplace rules 
without constraints, where human beings and the natural world are used 
and then discarded to maximize profit.”17 In vivid detail and illustration, 
the authors begin at Pine Ridge, South Dakota and move to the slums 
of Camden, New Jersey, the coal industry in Virginia and Kentucky, 
and let people tell the story of capitalist destruction. The account is 
disturbing. 
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Before entering that project, Hedges prefaces the book with a list of 
socio-economic facts about the US when compared to other industrial-
ized nations. Readers learn that the US has the:

1. highest poverty rate, both generally and for children;
2. greatest inequality of incomes;
3. lowest government spending as a percentage of GDP on social 

programs for the disadvantaged;
4. lowest average number of days for paid holiday, annual leaves, 

and maternity leaves;
5. lowest score on the United Nations index of “material well-being 

of children”;
6. worst score on the United Nations gender inequality index;
7. lowest social mobility; 
8. highest public and private expenditure on healthcare as a per-

centage of GDP;
9. highest infant mortality rate;
10. highest prevalence of mental-health problems;
11. highest obesity rate;
12. highest proportion of population going without healthcare due 

to cost;
13. second-lowest birthweight for children per capita, behind only 

Japan;
14. highest consumption of antidepressants per capita;
15. third shortest life expectancy at birth, behind only Denmark and 

Portugal;
16. highest carbon dioxide emissions and water consumption per 

capita;
17. second-lowest score on the World Economic Forum’s environ-

ment performance index, behind only Belgium;
18. third-largest ecological footprint per capita, behind only Belgium 

and Denmark; 
19. highest rate of failure to ratify international agreements;
20. lowest spending on international development and humanitarian 

assistance as a percentage of GDP;
21. highest military spending as a proportion of GDP;
22. largest international arms sales; 
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23. fourth-worst balance of payments, behind only New Zealand, 
Spain, and Portugal;

24. third-lowest scores for student performance in math, behind 
only Portugal and Italy, and far from the top in both science and 
reading;

25. second-highest high-school dropout rate, behind only Spain;
26. highest homicide rate;
27. largest prison population per capita.18

When many economists and social scientists hear these statistics, they 
don’t actually hear them. Instead, a series of almost instinctual defenses 
rush to the surface: this is simply the cost of progress; the end justifies the 
means, or, maybe Americans just make bad choices. I want to suggest that 
while these may be theoretically coherent responses in contemporary 
neoclassical discourse, they remain inadequate, if not altogether mean-
ingless and unhelpful. 

Other economists feel the same. Joseph Stiglitz in his recent 
book People, Power, and Profits: Progressive Capitalism for an Age of 
Discontent goes into much more technical detail about “America in 
crisis” and a “growing concern that this concentration of economic 
power translates into an undemocratic concentration of political 
power.”19 A year earlier was the seminal work of Branco Milanovic, 
Global Inequality, and, before that, Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the 
Twenty-First Century,20 which also sounded the alarm about macro- 
economic trends.21 As any economics textbook argues, in a market 
economy, competitive companies tend to consolidate power and strive 
to achieve monopoly status (because of higher efficiency and revenue). 
The libertarian, Trump-supporting entrepreneur Peter Thiel made this 
argument explicit in Zero to One: the goal is to dominate a territory.22 
And as any good economics textbook will also argue, businesses will try 
to control the political machinery as much as possible for similar rea-
sons, sometimes spending billions in lobbying to squash competition. 
This is not a flaw, it is how capitalism works.23 Power consolidates as pri-
vate wealth (and its exchange) increase, which opens doors for increased 
exploitation. And when all goods become exchange(d) goods in a further 
process of commodification, there is no sector untouched by the logic of 
the market. All can be owned by the highest bidder.
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Perhaps even our textbook understanding of “wealth” is misleading 
and needs rethinking. George Bernard Shaw made this argument back 
in 1889:

A New York lady…having a nature of exquisite sensibility, 
orders an elegant rosewood and silver coffin, upholstered in pink 
satin, for her dead dog. It is made; and meanwhile a live child 
is prowling barefooted and hunger-stunted in the frozen gutter 
outside. The exchange-value of the coffin is counted as part of 
the national wealth; but a nation which cannot afford food and 
clothing for its children cannot be allowed to pass as wealthy 
because it has provided a pretty coffin for a dead dog.24

What is the Assessment? 

“Your era will be typified by the momentous clash between two 
opposing proposals: ‘Democratize Everything!” versus ‘Commodify 
everything!” The proposal favored by the powerful and influential 
people and institutions is ‘Commodify everything!’…”25

—Yanis Varoufakis 

A new critical consensus has therefore emerged, and it exhibits at least 
three conclusions.

First, the financial system is more powerful and more broken. than 
ever before.26 Everyone from Austrian anarcho-capitalists,27 to Marxists,28 
neoconservatives,29 Christian business professors,30 and those from a 
variety of other economic and political perspectives were horrified by not 
only the results of the Great Recession, but by its causes and (attempted) 
cures. The world of central banking combined with raw corporate greed — 
fractional reserve banking, stock buybacks, financial fraud, unprece-
dented multiples of leverage and speculation, geopolitical bullying, plun-
dering budgets for the military-industrial complex, bailouts and bonuses, 
etc. — has become more visible than ever. As Nomi Prins documents in 
Collusion, central banks and global institutions have every intention and 
historical precedent for using the machinery of conjured money to benefit 
themselves and not the common good.31 One has only to examine what 
the IMF did to Argentina, or the game of favorites the Federal Reserve 
played by bailing out Bear Stearns and not the Lehman Brothers, or 
(remarkably) how the central bank of Japan owns more than 70 percent of 
private EFTs,32 or the varying responses to the GameStop short squeeze 
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in January 2021. Thus, (a) the financial system is now centralized and large 
enough so that a handful of people can cause whole economies to rise or 
fall, (b) it is an undemocratic system, above the law, structured to accel-
erate concentration of economic power, and (c) economy-wide monetary 
inflation naturally hurts the poorer classes more than anyone else.33

Second, contrary to what Russ Roberts argued in his conversation 
with Michael Munger,34 crony capitalism and its problems, is a feature, 
not a bug, of our economic system. It is the norm, not the exception. 
Capitalism and the modern nation-state emerged from the same soil and 
grew side-by-side for the last 500 years for good reasons: they are more 
complementary than antagonistic.35 The state is not capitalism’s opposite, 
but its coercive arm, and this has been the case at least since European 
colonialists created the United States of America, which protected their 
real estate interests and kept the British from taking away their lucra-
tive slave ventures.36 Politicians are sold to the highest bidder, and this is 
how policy develops. As Thorstein Veblen put it in 1904: “Representative 
government means, chiefly, representation of business interests.”37 This 
remains true today even more than in the early 20th century.

Third, wealth and income inequality—the extravagant disparity 
between the average worker’s wages and net worth and that of the 
1% is also a feature, not a bug. The results are clearly visible in eco-
nomic data, for example, note the divergence of corporate profits from 
GDP and labor income growth rates after the early 2000’s (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Corporate profits, GDP, and labor income, 1970-201643
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Alternatively, consider the growing disparity of wealth between high 
and low income families (Figure 2). Globally, while there has been great 
progress for those who are wealthy in high-income countries, and the 
rising middle-class in low-income countries, the bottom half of earners 
in high-income countries have seen far slower progress (Figure 3). 

This growing inequality extends from several micro-economic prob-
lems. The first problem is the suppression of worker wages due to (a) 
intra-market competition and (b) shareholder priority—both inherent 
to capitalism. We see this most vividly in Figure 4, which displays the 

Figure 2. Growing inequality in family wealth44

Figure 3. Global income growth45
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growth in productivity far outpacing wage growth in recent years. 
Regarding (a), raw competition tends to oppress workers. “As the 
entrepreneurs’ debts, profits, and angst grew and grew, the competition 
between them became fiercer and fiercer. They had to pay their works as 
little as possible, lest they end up bankrupt.”38 The same problem exists 
in (b) today’s shareholder model; “we haven’t fully confronted the fact 
that corporations believe they have a fiduciary duty to systematically 
suppress labor and labor income—and weaken environmental regula-
tion—in order to increase profit for wealthy shareholders.”39 This antag-
onism remains in place regardless of aggregate GDP, and it is the logical 
outcome of “Friedman’s Doctrine”: “There is one and only one social 
responsibility of business,” wrote Milton Friedman in his highly influ-
ential 1962 monograph Capitalism and Freedom, “to use its resources 
and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays 
within the rules of the game… The corporation is an instrument of the 
stockholders who own it. If the corporation makes a contribution, it pre-
vents the individual stockholder from himself deciding how he should 
dispose of his funds.”40 

Figure 4. Productivity growth and hourly compensation, 1948-201846
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Friedman wasn’t against stakeholder responsibility,41 but Friedman’s 
doctrine appears to be an accurate description of business practice, not 
simply the view of a free-market academic. In any case, the “doctrine” 
certainly doesn’t hold up to scrutiny.42

Ultimately, not everyone benefits from globalization; not all boats 
benefit from a “rising tide.”47

The second and more fundamental problem that leads to inequality, 
is that, among other problems inherent to markets,48 not all voluntary 
exchange is truly voluntary and free. The individualistic, utilitarian, and 
neoliberal dogma of the inherently “good” exchange that underlies all 
economic transactions in “free” markets49 was perceptively challenged 
by, among others, William Thompson nearly two centuries ago when 
he observed that people without capital (e.g., tools and materials to 
produce)—like former serfs who were evicted from the manor during 
the enclosure movement—have no choice but to sell themselves: “The 
selling of their labor power was not a free exchange, but was coerced. 
The threat of starvation was as coercive as a threat by violent means.”50 
The state can control people’s choices by the gun, while capitalism can 
control people’s choices by property ownership and market power. To 
quote Harrington:

In theory, the resulting wage [in the labor market] was the out-
come of a bargain between equals, each of which was ‘free’ to 
deal with the other. In reality, this was a deal between unequals: 
between a wealthy buyer and a precarious seller trying to keep 
body and soul together. The content of market agreement was, 
therefore, determined not by markets per se but by the social 
conditions in which the markets operated.51

Pre-capitalist thinkers, who faced such dire decisions and didn’t have 
the modern reductionist lens of market exchange, could grasp this basic 
concept. The Hebrew prophets, who knew what drought or military vic-
tory could do to empower some over others in their ancient agrarian 
economy, understood this vital point, which is why they harshly criti-
cized the powerful/privileged who preyed on the powerless/vulnerable 
(e.g., making someone a slave because of their economic misfortune).52 
The Jubilee tradition, moreover, explicitly limited the tendency for 
land wealth to be accumulated by a few households. Jesus, living in all 
the entrapments of Roman colonialism, also understood this, which is 
surely a reason why he had compassion on those compelled by social 
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conditions to exchange to survive (e.g. prostitutes, tax-collectors, Roman 
soldiers, widow’s mite, etc.).53 And even Adam Smith understood this 
with regard to the new norm of employee-employer relationships: it was 
inherently asymmetric/unequal.54 

Yet, it is rarely acknowledged in contemporary economic discourse 
that (a) innumerable everyday exchanges tilt in a direction that favors 
those with more economic power (e.g., capital), accumulating in greater 
power differentials55—and therefore result in less choice for certain 
groups,56 or (b) that employer/employee relationships just might be 
inherently exploitative. The fact is, no market favors everyone equally, 
and no market is ideologically or ethically neutral—as clearly seen in 
the legal redefinition of “property,” “assault,” “family,” “marriage,” 
etc., throughout history —all of which undergird and determine the 
socio-economic “rules of the game.”57

Friedman was certainly right about one thing, however: in an 
economy with basic property rights and contract law, who owns what 
determines “social responsibility.” Ownership determines power differ-
entials, income distribution, and economic possibilities. 

What is the Solution?

“You can tell that the capitalist system is in trouble when people 
start talking about capitalism. It indicates that the system has 
ceased to be as natural as the air we breathe, and can be seen 
instead as the historically rather recent phenomenon that it is.”58

—Terry Eagleton

Ever since industrial capitalism got off the ground, alternatives have 
been proposed —mutualist, socialist, communist, anarchist, Marxist, 
communitarian, and countless technocratic configurations of economy 
and governance. 

In the 20th century, state-socialism (or “communism,” or “state cap-
italism”)59 was tried at various times and places, and generally failed.60 
By outright replacing private property and markets with centralized 
planning and collectivism, individual incentives were neutralized, eco-
nomic calculations for accounting and production became virtually 
impossible, and resources were wasted because local knowledge was 
excluded.61 It remains debatable to what extent political capitulation 
to dictatorship shaped the outcomes of such command economies (and 
vice versa), but both appear complementary in relation to each other; 
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power naturally consolidated and shifted to the top of the hierarchy. The 
employer-employee relationship wasn’t abolished; the state was simply 
the new employer. 

Market and democratic socialism (or “social democracy”) was 
embodied with varying degrees of success. As the voice of the discon-
tented workers grew louder, the political manifestations of socialism 
solidified. For example, the British Labor Party was formed in 1900 
with the goal of empowering workers’ rights and eventually the for-
mation of a welfare state. Since the initiatives of Bismarck, Germany 
established a tradition of government welfare and a “mixed” economy. 
In 1922, Vladimir Lenin enacted the New Economic Policy, which 
included both “a free market and capitalism, both subject to state con-
trol.” Socialized state firms (heavy industry and finance) operated on 
“a profit basis,”62 which helped the Russian economy to grow beyond 
pre-war levels (a phase quickly ended with Stalin). Similar arrange-
ments are found across Europe, Japan and other countries where 
healthcare, education, and other industries are socialized under a dem-
ocratic nation-state. With many of the basic needs of the population 
being met via redistribution, economies have some degree of stability 
and less inequality.63 They also do not suffer the injustices of life-long 
medical debt or other strange economic phenomena found primarily in 
the US. On the other hand, market socialism also tends to exhibit the 
same problems as state-socialism (or “state-capitalism”) to the extent 
of political coercion—waste, resource misallocation, bureaucratic and 
political corruption, etc.64 Crony-capitalism also thrives where collu-
sion between the private/corporate and public/political sector is baked 
into the system. “…not all nannies are nice. The nanny-state has been 
in existence for over a hundred years in various countries, and the 
results often look more like an abusive alcoholic father than a generous 
mother.”65 Furthermore, the macro-level problems of global finance 
and central banking still predominate; social-democracy has not seri-
ously tamed finance-capitalism. 

Utopian, communist, syndicalist, communitarian, and anarchist 
socialism proposed a more radical change.66 Peter Kropotkin and Joseph 
Pierre-Proudhon, for example, delivered incisive critiques of both indus-
trial capitalism and statism.67 Today, over a century after it was written, 
Kropotkin’s question about “conquering bread” might be reformulated 
yet again: How is it that we can (for example) feed all 60 billion farm ani-
mals, but we can’t feed all 8 billion humans? (It has also been noted that a 
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mere 3% cut to the U.S. military budget would be sufficient to end global 
starvation.68) Ultimately, what this group of ideologues and activists had/
have in common is a concern for workers and a rejection of all institu-
tional hierarchies (whether in church, state, family; though, nationalist/
imperialist socialists digressed in rejecting the state).69 The state was ille-
gitimate because its origins were violent and its “consent by the governed” 
legitimation was imaginary70 (as contemporary philosophers continue to 
argue).71 But the origins of capital and capitalism and its maintenance 
were also violent,72 and the triumph of the market was clearly failing to 
meet many people’s basic needs (despite unprecedented luxury for the 
capitalist class). Capitalists could also control the state with their eco-
nomic power, creating layers of corruption and injustice.73 In either case, 
power through the sword or power through the bank won the day; statism 
and capitalism at their core have been two sides of the same coin.74

Early British socialism and the Italian “civil economy”75 centered 
around cooperation and empowerment of the worker, while German 
socialism during WWII became more imperialist and nationalist.76 
Anarchist and Marxist socialists disagreed about worker’s strikes, using 
party politics, nationalization of industry, and countless aspects of theory, 
which led to the bitter factionalism of the First International.77 Similarly, 
the radical anarchist and communist tradition required too much change 
at once to get off the ground, and/or often remained utopian.78 

Marxist proposals (more or less as a subset of the above) also deliv-
ered many sound critiques against industrial capitalism, and perceptively 
understood the inherent unsustainability and negative propensities of 
the new, post-feudalistic economic system. But Marx and his successors 
were obsessed with its revolutionary end (and how precisely the apoca-
lyptic world-altering revolution would occur). They overestimated the 
desires of the proletariat to give up power and abolish class structures 
once gaining control of the state. They never anticipated the emergence 
of a large middle-class whose experience was not entirely the same as 
the “proletariat.” They were plagued by nationalistic and imperialistic 
ambitions throughout endless parliamentary drama, and ultimately suf-
fered endless contradictions of theory on central, and practical matters 
that later generations are still sorting out.79 

Today, analysts and economists tend to avoid systemic change alto-
gether, uncritically accept the basic premises of the current system, and 
obsess over policy — higher minimum wage, tax reform, school subsidies, 
new antitrust law, and so on. Stock rhetoric of change includes talk about 
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“inequality,” “human flourishing,” etc. But few of these policies directly 
address the massive trends or have a major effect even when imple-
mented.80 The symptoms — inequities, environmental and communal 
destruction, etc. — are targeted, while the systemic causes are left intact:

……a society cannot exit an entropic crisis merely by making 
technical adjustments or by legislative or regulative measures; it 
must face head-on the question of direction.81

It seems that no policy by the state will be effective so long as the state 
is captured and controlled by capitalism  (i.e. market power), which pri-
marily operates according to the profit motive. Effective change will not 
come from above, but from below; the focus must be on the production 
and distribution/ownership of capital at the level of the individual firm 
and worker.82 

The early socialist focus was precisely there, in the employer- 
employee dynamic and experience of workers. The memory and realities 
of other subordinating economies haunted the lives of millions, whether 
lord/serf (feudalism), king/subject (monarchy), master/slave (slavery). 
The employer/employee (capitalism) was simply the latest version of one 
group of humans wielding economic power over another—justified by 
the rhetoric of theology, “nature,” “reason,” or whatever ideas served this 
end.83 The average worker understood this (until it became normalized). 
The primary solution—abolishing the employer/employee relationship 
and decentralizing market-power systematically (“distributism”)—
eventually took hold. 

Why Cooperatives?

“Modern societies, both capitalist and socialist, have more than 
enough shortcomings—i.e., inequalities, instabilities, injustices, 
lack of real democracy—to enable and provoke their citizens 
to pursue a promising alternative. The evidence, theoretical and 
empirical, is here: Worker co-ops are that alternative.”84

–Richard D. Wolff

Because the scare-word “socialism” often taints discussion of workers 
cooperatives (at least for Americans85), it might be helpful to briefly 
trace the development the use of this term in regards to the cooperative 
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movement.86 This turns out to be an easy task, since around Karl Marx’s 
ninth birthday, William Thompson coined the term “socialism” in an 
1827 letter to none other than The Cooperative Magazine:

After his father’s death in 1814, Thompson inherited a trading 
fleet and a landed estate… where he promptly rejected the role 
of absentee landlord. He moved onto the estate and improved 
the living conditions of the tenant families, educating the chil-
dren and introducing innovations in agriculture. In this, he recalls 
the figure of Leo Tolstoy, who attempted the same on his own 
estates in Russia a short time later. The parallels between the 
two even extend to Thompson’s attempts to leave his property to 
the co-operative movement after his death, prompting the lon-
gest legal battle in Irish history…87

Thompson was an even greater critic of capitalism than his friend Jeremy 
Bentham: 

For Thompson, the key to a just society, and to personal hap-
piness, was the alignment of self-interest with the interest of 
society, not the subordination of one to the other. And unlike 
Bentham and Owen, Thompson fought for the practice of par-
ticipatory democracy in social institutions. In this, Thompson 
was a prophetic forerunner of contemporary theorists of social 
capital88 

He used the term “socialism” to distinguish his views from others like 
the “Owenites” (named after Robert Owen).89

Despite the energy and laudable goals of such pioneers, (and 
Christian socialists),90 most of their projects to achieve a socialist com-
munity failed — largely for the same reasons that industrial and hier-
archical firms fail: poor management, too much reliance on charismatic 
leaders, and inability to resolve internal differences. But a breakthrough 
came with William King in Rochdale, who applied a handful of simple 
rules to a single, employee-owned and managed firm: “no credit; the 
selection of three people to act as trustees; a weekly accounting of the 
business; acceptance as members only people who can be trusted; and 
the very wise advice that meetings be held in a room, not a pub…”91

Rochdale succeeded, and King’s model (and variations of it) eventu-
ally spread across Europe. Credit unions—financial cooperatives owned 
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by clients—also took off during this time and provided alternatives to 
“the banksters.” Socialism, however, became more and more statist 
towards the end of the nineteenth century, so the cooperative movement 
found greater expression in distributism and syndicalism. Both sought a 
“third-way” between the absolutizations of state or market.

Distributism favors a “society of owners” where properly 
belongs to the many rather than the few, and correspondingly 
opposes the concentration of property in the hands either of the 
rich, as under capitalism, or of the state, as advocated by some 
socialists [and communists]…Distributism counters the destruc-
tive onward march of ever greater concentrations of corporate 
power, loss of economic sovereignty among nations, and the rel-
egation to marginal status of major sections of the community. It 
is wary of statism, but insists that free market solutions are only 
reproduction the key social problem of poverty.92 

Syndicalism, on the other hand, is a concrete answer to the larger state 
and capitalist problems: worker councils as government. 

Anarcho-Syndicalists are convinced that a Socialist economic 
order cannot be created by the decrees and statues of a gov-
ernment, but only by the solidaric collaboration of the workers 
with hand or brain in each special branch of production; that is, 
through the taking over of the management of all plants by the 
producers themselves under such form that the separate groups, 
plants, and branches of industry are independent members of the 
general economic organism and systematically carry on produc-
tion and the distribution of the products in the interest of the 
community on the basis of free mutual agreements…Anarcho-
Syndicalists…recognize that the modern state is just the conse-
quence of capitalist economic monopoly, and the class divisions 
which this has set up in society, and merely serves the purpose of 
maintaining this status by every oppressive instrument of polit-
ical power.93

Together, syndicalism (with its labor movement) and the cooperative 
movement concretely embodied the goals and address the concerns of 
both (early) socialism and distributism. 

There are, of course, more complex catalysts behind the cooperative 
movement — cultural, religious, social, legal, etc. Different societies have 
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different attitudes and expectations about the economy. But the motiva-
tions and principles are rather intuitive. Consider Italy:

The civil economy tradition understands the whole of the 
economy and society as a matter of cooperation and reciprocity. 
The family company (still ninety percent of the private sector in 
Italy), cooperatives and Adriano Olivetii can all be explained by 
taking seriously the cooperative and communal nature of the 
economy. For example, the Italian industrial districts of Prato 
(spun goods), Fermo (shoes) and Carpi (knitted goods) are 
entire communities that turned economic without ceasing to 
be communities. Thus while American capitalism has the anon-
ymous market as its model and seeks to merchandise the firm, 
which is increasingly seen as a nexus of contracts, as a commodity 
or as a market with internal suppliers and clients, the European 
model has instead sought to “communitize” the market, taking 
the mutualistic and communal economy as its model, exporting 
it from the firm to the whole of civil life (that is, cooperation in 
credit and consumption).94

Spain also has a rich tradition of cooperatives. The Mondragón 
Corporationo, for example, is the largest cooperative in the world, begin-
ning in 1956 with 6 workers selling paraffin heaters and growing to 81,000 
members and billions in revenues.95 Cooperatives, in short, do better in 
cultures where cooperation is part of the social ethos. Cooperatives also 
do better where policies, economic laws, and legal structures facilitate 
them as well.96 

This does not suggest, however, that there are not cross-cultural 
values that are highly desirable and beneficial to more groups than 
less. Indeed, the attitudes and goals behind cooperatives are generally 
more universal than that of an individualistic, market society precisely 
because their focus is on the status of the larger community and one’s 
place within it, as opposed to (for example) one person or group’s per-
sonal goal of conquering as much territory and/or accumulating as much 
wealth as possible (and then hope that such persons have generous 
hearts to redistribute “their” wealth).97 We do not, for example, look at 
socio-economic institutions like slavery and say “This works for some 
cultures but not others.” (Even less so: “slave-owners’ wealth is theirs to 
keep.”) Rather, we find something inherently repulsive in these senti-
ments, something that conflicts with our common humanity. 98 
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Advocates of cooperatives believe similar observations can be made 
about capitalism. There is nothing more eternal, divine, or blessed about 
employer-employee relationships in capitalism than there is between 
kings and subjects, lords and serfs, or masters and slaves (all of which 
were believed to be “natural” or the result of “God’s design for creation,” 
and then toppled after centuries of resistance for their dehumanization).

“…the market and competition, profits and wages, capital and 
debt, skilled and unskilled workers, natives and aliens tax havens 
and competitiveness—none of these things exist as such. All are 
social and historical constructs, which depend entirely on the 
legal, fiscal, educational, and political systems that people choose 
to adopt and the conceptual definitions they choose to work 
with. These choices are shaped by each society’s conception of 
social justice and economic fairness and by the relative political 
and ideological power of contending groups and discourses…
Many paths are possible.99

There is little space to elaborate further on the historical origins of the 
cooperative movement. But suffice it to say, its origins were at the very 
least ideological (socialist/distributist),100 practical (feed and clothe our-
selves and others), socio-economic (rooted in the needs of local commu-
nities), and religious (love of wealth is a vice, massive wealth inequalities 
are unjust, God cares for the poor).101 

Does it Work? 

“I am sure that God did not intend that there be so many poor. 
The class structure is of our making and our consent, not His. It is 
the way we have arranged it, and it is up to change it…We need to 
change the system. We need to overthrow, not the government, as 
the authorities are always accusing the Communists ‘of conspiring 
to teach [us] to do,’ but this rotten, decadent, putrid industrial cap-
italist system which breeds such suffering…”102

–Dorothy Day

While there is a tradition of worker-ownership capitalism in early 
America,103 King’s shop at Rochdale was a simple, powerful, and iconic 
solution to a big problem that economists still ponder: how do we get 
the poor off the crutch of perpetual charity and into a community of 
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autonomy and self-sustainment? Because without capital and wealth, 
(the result of economic “surplus”), the poor have nothing to sell but their 
own bodies and labor, with no “cushion” or means of actually staying out 
of poverty. 104

Wage labor for an employee was and is no guarantee against poverty, 
and puts people in a uniquely vulnerable position.105 “The key for King 
was for workers to store up enough capital to gain control over their own 
labor. They must also generate enough of a surplus to be able to invest in 
their enterprise. Possessing both labor and capital the workers can then 
do away with the capitalist altogether.”106 Today’s capitalist apologists 
and affluent entrepreneurs, such as the hosts of Shark Tank or financial 
advisors like Dave Ramsey, regularly speak in precisely this fashion —
of achieving “financial freedom”107 and “getting out of the rat race” of 
corporate “ladders” and carrot-stick bonuses. It is as if the masses of 
employees living check-to-check on wage labor, often enslaved to the 
banks as much as to their employers, were at the bottom of an economic 
hierarchy, a prison out which one must escape. This everyday language 
betrays genuine realities about our economic condition and the system 
that creates it.

King’s orientation and the logic of worker coops is similar to but 
somewhat different from contemporary ideas of a “safety net” (a tem-
porary solution) and programs of government welfare in democratic 
socialist economies (contingent on state politics). It also lacks: the revo-
lutionary fervor of Marxism, the press to abolish of all private property 
by (as with anarchists and Marxists), the reformism of parliamentary 
politics and democratic socialism, and high hopes of either dominating 
the state or abolishing it. Rather, associates (“employees”) in a coop-
erative take ownership in a private business they actually build, often 
for the long-term. There are (usually) few legal hurdles in starting coop-
eratives within a variety of legal and political structures — though, the 
corporate-state has never been enthusiastic about helping them (or 
empowering workers who directly challenge their corporate masters by 
organizing). 

At its heart, the principles and organization of cooperatives are 
simple: workers own most or all of the firm, wielding one share and 
one vote. The business has (as appropriate for its size) full or part-time 
managers or a board of directors to act on behalf of the whole as nec-
essary, and as co-managers with the rest of the workers. Votes are cast 
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for both areas—for selecting managers and for making those decisions 
that directly impact workers. Thus, in one elegant design, wealth, infor-
mation, and power is continually and automatically distributed. As the 
125 year-old International Co-Operative Alliance summarizes:

Cooperatives are people-centred enterprises  jointly owned and 
democratically controlled by and for their members to realise 
their  common socio-economic needs and aspirations. As enter-
prises based on values and principles, they put fairness and 
equality first allowing people to create sustainable enterprises 
that  generate long-term jobs and prosperity. Managed by pro-
ducers, users or workers, cooperatives are run according to the 
‘one member, one vote’ rule.108

Many or most cooperatives have explicit policy limitations on the 
income gap between the highest and lowest paid employees to mitigate 
power differentials and ensure fairness even more. Cooperative Home 
Care Associates in the Bronx, for example, trains more than 600 low- 
income women to care for the elderly each year, and the president never 
makes more than ten times the lowest-paid worker. (Contrast with the 
largest businesses in the US, where the ratio is a staggering 271:1).109 Or, 
consider the structure of Namasté Solar in Colorado:

All co-owners participate in democratic decision-making on a 
one-person, one-vote basis.

Transparency is practiced through  open book  management 
and access to all company information (except for protected 
info).

We maintain a 6-to-1 maximum ratio of highest-to-lowest 
total pay per employee.

Co-owners receive six weeks of paid-time-off each year.
“Patronage Dividends” are received by co-owners when we 

are profitable.110

Such income ratios—on top of worker-ownership—directly and imme-
diately prevent inequalities and the notorious problems they create.111

It goes without saying that cooperatives function, and compete 
in markets.112 1 billion people are currently members of a coop; 1 in 
3 Americans are coop members; coops possess $1 trillion in assets 
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worldwide and receive more than $640 billion in annual sales; 92 mil-
lion Americans turn to 7,500 credit unions (client-owned cooperatives) 
for financial services; 50,000 American families rely on cooperative 
day-care facilities; 92 million jobs are created by coops in the United 
States.113 ESOPs (employee stock ownership plans), which are a more 
recent form of employee ownership,114 number more than 6,400, have 14 
million participants, and assets of over $1.4 trillion.115 

Beyond long-term success and production of wealth, cooperatives 
boast at being the most resilient class of firms during the recent (pre-
COVID) economic recessions.116 A 2003 study also “found that, dollar 
for dollar, sharing ownership is the most effective way to lure employees 
to a new job or keep them at the one they have.”117 

These are hardly new observations. The earliest studies on the effects 
of employee ownership came out of Princeton University in the 1920s, 
and they “reported that employers were generally satisfied with the 
plans, typically seeing better employer-employee relations, and that the 
employee ‘consciously or unconsciously takes a deeper interest, works a 
little harder, wastes less.’ Some firms pointed to lower turnover.”118 The 
most recent comprehensive studies on employee ownership 

…show that the key indicator of economic performance, namely 
productivity, and many other measures related to firm perfor-
mance are higher for firms that operate with profit sharing and 
employee stock ownership than for otherwise comparable firms 
that do not follow those practices. The averages also show that 
workers in firms with shares and participatory work relations 
have higher compensation, stay on the job longer, and offer more 
suggestions for improvement than workers in other firms. In 
addition, workers in these businesses try to correct the behavior 
of fellow workers who are not working as hard as they should 
more than do workers without a property state in their firm.119

Despite all of this, few MBA students have even heard a classroom lec-
ture dedicated to cooperatives or employee ownership. This is note-
worthy when combined with the fact that citizens tend to think higher 
of economic sectors that involve employee -ownership.120 In a very real 
sense, many of us are still washing the smell of Malthus and Darwin’s 
reductionist competition narrative out of our clothes, unable to see that 
cooperation has a long history and a fundamentally positive role.121
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Why Does it Work?

“Employee ownership surely counts as one of the more paradox-
ical phenomena in the business world today. It is astonishingly 
widespread and enjoys considerable support, yet many business 
people regard it either as an oddity or as a potential disaster. It 
typically boosts a company’s growth and profitability, yet the myth 
persists that it can’t work or that it somehow hurts employees..”122

—Equity (2005)

The question is not “Why cooperatives?” but “why not?” 
First of all, to the extent that they are worker owned and (ade-

quately) managed, cooperatives do not suffer many of the common 
problems created by typical corporate America. The abolishment of the 
employee-employer relationship can resolve notorious conflicts between 
employer and employee, including the “principal-agent” problem.123 It 
also helps resolve problems surrounding the purpose of the firm, policies 
of social justice and worker conditions, interest in productive output, 
and countless other aspects of the business. This is because each member 
has decision-making power. 

When employees become actual owners instead of ordinary or glo-
rified wage earners, a job is more than just another input of production. 
People are no longer commodities carelessly exchanged on the market. 
This benefits everyone.124

In favoring capital over labor, our economy works against the 
well-being of most people. A key reason is our notion of own-
ership. The tenuous relationship shareholders have with public 
corporations — with shares held for minutes by those who do 
not know the names of “their” corporations — is dignified by the 
name ownership. Workers who got to go to a company everyday, 
producing its wealth, are dispossessed. 

An economy designed for the flourishing of all is an economy 
centered significantly on labor. It’s a social order where labor 
deserves full membership in the economy, much as blacks 
and women won full membership in the polity. In the words of 
Thomas Paine, a key principle of democracy has to do with the 
common person and “whether the fruits of [their] labor shall be 
enjoyed by [themselves].” Paine’s vision was of “every man a pro-
prietor.” The modern equivalent is every employee an owner.125
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Advocates of the free market often talk of the “tragedy of the com-
mons,” iterated long ago by Aristotle, Aquinas, and reiterated in Garret 
Hardin’s seminal 1968 article by that title.126 Private bathrooms will tend 
to be cleaner than public bathrooms because of more direct, personal 
ownership. But this argument has been misunderstood, as Economics 
Nobel Prize winner Elinor Ostrom, demonstrated.127 “Hardin was 
wrong. Ostrom found that in cultures all over the world many groups 
found ways to overcome the obstacles that he described—by creating 
contracts, agreements, incentives, constitutions, signals and media to 
enable co-operation for mutual benefit.”128 Behavioral economics con-
tinues to show crucial problems of a homo economicus anthropology, 
the distortions of rational choice theory and utilitarianism—precisely 
because people are people.129

Advocates of free-market capitalism also often talk about self- 
ownership, self-governance, and trusting the individual. But it was Charles 
Pillsbury — owner of the largest grain miller in the world in the late 
1880s — who made this argument on the basis of not individual incen-
tives, but collective profit -sharing. He “was emphatic in saying that he 
regards the system of [profit-sharing] as advantageous to the firm,” and 
that “bad results caused by negligence are hard to trace to the culpable 
individual. The habitual attention to one’s own work and to the work of 
one’s fellows that is developed by a personal interest in the business is a 
great advantage in the modern manufacture of flour.”130 That is, Pillsbury 
“expected workers to supervise one another. His entire theory was built 
on the notion that coworkers under profit sharing were more responsible 
and partly practiced self-management.”131 

The point is that (second of all) employee-owned businesses will 
tend to be taken care of better than public corporations because there is 
more direct, personal ownership and responsibility. Today’s average cor-
porations are, by default, hierarchical, undemocratic, centrally-planned 
collectivist entities often run like a dictatorship, where both employer 
and employee are primarily (or only) concerned about making money.132 
Employers rigorously monitor the work and private lives of employees,133 
require new recruits to sign away many of their rights just to be hired, 
and silence the voices of the abused in endless ways that only employers 
can.134 Business, in the end, is just a means to a monetary end. 

Monarchy and autocracy were not banished completely in the 
modern era but rather relocated inside workplaces, where 
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democracy was proscribed. These autocratic spaces then pro-
vided their owner-monarchs with the means to agitate against 
democracy in the political sphere. Before the end of political 
monarchy, conservatives worried that civilization could not sur-
vive without the sovereign leadership of the king and his court. 
Now…conservatives worry that the economy, and thus civiliza-
tion itself, cannot survive without the leadership of a boss and 
executives inside workplaces.135

Industrial tycoons recognized some of these problems: Andrew Carnegie 
argued that “‘labor as shareholders’ and profit-sharing was the answer to 
how capitalism must be redesigned.”136 Marx and Proudhon, of course, 
had come to similar conclusions much earlier. So long as employees 
constitute a productive input, they are entitled to any surplus value (i.e., 
profit).137

Because of all these distinctions, cooperatives redefine the very idea 
of work.

  …we must move from the idea of work as activity towards 
the idea of work as endeavour. Accepting such an idea of work 
implies that the goals of a company — whatever legal form it 
might take — are not reducible to profit alone, though without 
excluding it. This implies that companies with a civil vocation 
can emerge and develop and are able to transcend their own 
self-referentiality, broadening the space of effective possibilities 
for people to choose their own work.138

Third, worker-owned firms (and often client-owned coops, like credit 
unions) also function as socially-anchoring institutions, which greatly 
serve the common good of society: “What motivates anchor insti-
tutions…is the principle of place — a shared devotion to a particular 
place as they seek to build community wealth that stays local. This con-
trasts with our globalized economy’s indifference to place, where cor-
porations view places primarily as either better or worse for financial 
extraction.”139 Cooperatives stabilize the volatility of market shifts and 
technological change because the primary owners are mostly “on-site” 
instead of far away.

Fourth, worker ownership not only incentivizes greater care of the 
firm, but of what’s produced. The quality and care of products tends to 
reflect the level of commitment of those producing them. Equity Shoes is 
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one such example. In 1886, the workers of the Leicester-based shoe fac-
tory asked management to share company profits. Management declined, 
so the workers went on strike and eventually formed a cooperative.

From the very beginning the co-op established a reputation 
for quality. The Boot and Shoe Trade Journal reported in 1888 
that the shoes produced by the coop “show an amount of care 
and finish not often surpassed…The quality of the tops leaves 
nothing to be desired, and the bottoming reflects the greatest 
credit upon the workmen who finished them for they have 
expended upon them an amount of artistic skill, combined with 
quality of workmanship, deserving of the highest praise.” A cen-
tury later, with annual turnover in excess of ₤4 million, Equity’s 
president, S. W. Pepper, could afford to speak with pride about 
the co-op’s history and with confidence about its future: “Not in 
their wildest dreams could those brave men in 1886 have though 
the Society would celebrate its Centenary.”140

Fifth, cooperatives also exhibit a particular kind of reciprocity—something 
the average investor-owned corporation can only try to imitate:141 

Reciprocity — entering into a relationship of mutual benefit on 
the basis of equality — is the basis for the type of care where 
both caregiver and recipient share in the generation of care as 
a human relation, not as a purchased commodity or a charitable 
offering. Reciprocity in social care entails sharing among equals 
of information, responsibility, and power. It is the source of dig-
nity for the user, of vocational gratification for the caregiver and 
of mutual accountability for both. Without the democratization 
of care through the sharing of power and the reordering of rela-
tionships on the basis of equality none of this is possible.142

The trust, cooperation, and reciprocity found in cooperatives — where 
the actual structure and policies establish community and economic 
justice — are not like the trust, cooperation, and reciprocity found in 
market capitalism — where some of the goals may be community and  
economic justice, but the actual structure and policies continue to favor 
the powerful and capital-owning class.143 It is one thing to reflect about 
economic equality, and another thing to actually establish a system of 
decentralizing, equity-distribution.144
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It is no wonder that “corporations with more extensive employee 
ownership and profit sharing [have] higher scores on the Trust Index©,”145 
and that cooperative firms are growing around the world. They most 
effectively serve the common good — both consumers and producers. 
They energize workers by giving them skin in the game. This crucial sub-
ject of ownership and distribution of power rarely enters the vocabulary 
of uncritical advocates of capitalism, despite a rhetorical veneer about 
“serving the common good, trickle-down or “supply side” economics, and 
reductionist moral praise heaped upon increased pursuit of profit. 

What About the Environment?

“Today, the link between economic democracy and the struggle 
for sustainable ecological communities is a matter of life and 
death for the entire planet.”146

—Gary Dorrien 

Because the entire ethos of cooperatives is not one of extracting as 
much profit from labor and natural resources as possible, they are also 
more inclined to preserve the environment. Long-term sustainability is 
a value that undergirds the whole idea of a firm that seeks the common 
good of its members.

The environmental crisis is largely a capitalism-created crisis. 
Indigenous peoples never destroyed millions of acres of rain forest, 
dumped millions of tons of plastic in the oceans, or harmed their com-
munities with acid rain and smog. Economists and policy-makers today 
hopelessly try to convince the corporate state to make economic actors 
pay for negative externalities and to care about long-run effects that 
don’t immediately affect them. A 2020 UN Report noted: “Combined 
emissions of the richest 1% of the global population account for more 
than twice the combined emissions of the poorest 50%.”147 But there is 
no incentive for the capitalist class to care, because the 1% can afford to 
deal with the most devastating of consequences (via special protections, 
mobility, etc.), while the majority of others cannot.148 

If the masses of people own the means of production themselves, 
however, they are (1) more inclined to avoid environmental catastrophe 
to begin with because maximizing shareholder profit isn’t the main goal, 
and (2) be more empowered and prepared to face those devastating 
consequences because of their better financial position and economic 
well-being. As one article on this subject summarizes:
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The generation of self-employment, creation of production 
chains, vitalization of local markets, inclusion of marginalized 
population groups into the production system, participation 
in the entrepreneurial running of the community and ease of 
transfer of collective awareness of the need for environmental 
care are all characteristics of cooperative associations and, as 
such, provide millions of impoverished people with a realistic 
means of substantially improving their social and economic 
condition and of participating in the building of a model that is 
inherently sustainable.

The promotion of the cooperative model as an instrument to 
eliminate poverty, one of the greatest destroyers of the environ-
ment, would ensure a better management of natural resources, 
the conservation of wildlife and the rational use of natural 
forests.149

Cooperatives across the ocean have successfully preserved wild fish 
populations for generations.150 Indigenous peoples, insofar as they have 
been unstained by capitalist colonialism, have created large cooperative 
movements for the restoration of the environment. Consider IPAs in 
Australia:

One of the movement’s major goals is to replace the colonial 
model of wilderness conservation, dominant since the creation 
of Yosemite National Park, with a cooperative model that would 
both keep indigenous people in control of their lands and sat-
isfy the concerns of international conservation organizations. 
The Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) concept, invented by 
Australian Aboriginals, is one example of the cooperative model. 
According to IPA values, conservative reserves are not thought 
of as “wilderness” areas but as country—a term including both 
land and the sea it borders—that is cared for by the native peo-
ples who already inhabit it or by indigenous evictees who have 
been resettled in their ancestral homelands. IPAs in Australia are 
created voluntarily by Aboriginal communities who designate 
an area they want to protect within or bordering their ancestral 
lands. They map the proposed area; draw up rules of operation, 
which they will be responsible for enforcing; and submit a man-
agement plan to the Australian government for the conservation 
of biodiversity.151
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What of Society and the State?

“The state can only be what it is: the defender of mass-exploitation 
and social privileges, the creator of privileged classes and castes 
and of new monopolies. Whoever fails to recognize this function 
of the state does not understand the real nature of the present 
social order at all, and is incapable of pointing out to humanity 
new outlooks for its social evolution.”152

—Rudolph Rocker

Associates of cooperatives are interested in the well-being and long-
term success of workers because they are the workers (laborers); they 
tend to behave like responsible, informed, interested business-owners 
because they are business owners (equity-holders); they receive the 
profits of accumulated capital like capitalists because they are “capital-
ists” (accumulating “capital”153); they preserve the environment and eco-
logical home in which they work because that environment is their own 
home.  The entire gamut of labor policy and effort—strikes, unions, min-
imum wage, paid leave and vacation, overtime, etc.—and perhaps most 
of environmental law154—none of these complicated, state-empowering 
interventions in the economy would be necessary if workers themselves 
have sovereignty over their own workplace. 

We should then go further: associates of cooperatives, within a 
cooperative governance structure, would behave like responsible, 
informed, and interested citizens because they are citizens of such a 
power-distributed democracy. In other words, a full expression of coop-
erative values would eventually include non-state organization between 
cooperatives (i.e., “government”). 

In some ways, democratic states already function this way with 
voting rights for all citizens, and wealth distribution mechanisms (via 
taxation and federal programs) for a particular geographical region. 
Public office is not limited to certain economic classes (at least on 
paper). The state-as-cooperative was what some activists and theorists 
in the 1800s envisioned and attempted to pursue. However, the major 
challenge was the same at the “higher” level as it was for the “lower” 
level: capitalist power called the shots, and the workers found them-
selves ruled over by yet another employer intoxicated on power and 
wealth. These problems were only amplified at the national level. Instead 
of exploiting the worker via the corporation and wage suppression, the 
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worker was (further) exploited via the state and taxes. This is the case 
today. Taxpayers paid for the billion-dollar bailouts of Wall Street exec-
utives in the Great Recession, pay for endless subsidies towards big 
oil, and pay billions to war factories to sell American weapons over-
seas.155 (Again, the state-citizen relationship is parallel to the employer- 
employee relationship: legally established, economically exploitative, 
and coercive in varying degrees). Thus, the Rochdale moment on the 
level of geographic jurisdictions and stateless political governance has 
not yet happened 156—though there have been close attempts.157

It is beyond the scope of this brief article to unfold various models 
of a “cooperative society,” or at least a governance structure of a geo-
graphic and legal jurisdiction based on cooperative firms. But a few 
remarks are in order.

Many thinkers rarely get beyond theory and the publicly-respectable 
(but often useless) platitudes of “more regulation,” “better welfare,” 
“higher taxes,” etc. This is somewhat true in the intersection of Christian 
thought and socialism: 

1. Max Stackhouse of Princeton “hopes for a modified, democratic 
socialism.”158

2. Daniel Bell Jr., formerly of Lutheran Theological Southern 
Seminary, calls for a Christian “socialism.”159

3. Gary Dorrien of Union Theological Seminary advocates “social 
democracy.”160

4. John Milbank of the University of Nottingham advocates 
“Christian socialism” and “a new paradoxical infusion” of 
democracy and “parentalism.”161

5. Lew Daly of Dēmos advocates a “Christian democracy”162 
and Kees van Kersbergen of Aarhus University “Social 
Capitalism,”163 as embodied in modern Germany and Holland.

6. Luke Bretherton of Duke University, calls on others to embrace 
a “Broad-Based Community-Organizing” (a “consociational 
democracy” which is also interfaith-supporting).164 

7. Philip Clayton at Claremont advocates “organic Marxism.”165

8. Daniel Finn of Saint John’s University is one of many advocates 
of “Catholic social thought,”, which “rests on the threefold cor-
nerstones of human dignity, solidarity and subsidiarity” (John 
Paul II).
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9. Brent Waters in Just Capitalism calls for a “market-state,” which 
is essentially democratic socialism.166

It is typical for authors on this subject to talk about principles and 
explicitly distance themselves from real-life models (though there are 
exceptions). Part of this is for good reason: there are many possibilities, 
and not every model is appropriate for every community. But on the 
other hand, this absence allows ideas to remain within the walls and the-
oretical debates of academia, which allows the status quo of economic 
exploitation to continue unmoved. Regardless, what’s clear is that (a) 
few of the above proposals really question the legitimacy of capitalism’s 
employer-employee relationship and other micro-level dimensions of 
power; (b) few question the legitimacy of the state’s monopoly; (c) they 
do, however, all strongly realize the need for and encourage decentral-
ized power (“power to the people”), particularly through democratiza-
tion, in one form or another.167 

Thus, two underlying premises tend to determine the trajectory of 
this conversation, and they affect one’s thinking about cooperatives —
but they are rarely discussed.168 They are (1) the legitimacy of the nation-
state, and (2) the legitimacy of wage labor. 

Regarding (1), the most frequent assumptions about the nation-state 
in contemporary economic discourse are the following:

1. The modern nation-state is a given; it is a unique, permanent 
institution of society that will always exist, should always exist, 
and must not be replaced.

2. As such, the state has its own distinct goals, purposes, and lim-
itations; its purpose must be contrasted to other “spheres” like 
“church,” “school,” “family,” etc.

3. The state should be controlled by representative politicians 
who have the hearts and wills to do what’s best for everyone, 
not controlled by laborers directly emerging from productive 
institutions. 

4. The state and the law-enforcing, justice-seeking agent(s) of 
society are (and should be) one and the same. 

Cooperative models of society (anarchist, syndicalist, anarcho-socialist, 
democratic confederalist, etc.) do not necessarily grant these assump-
tions. Higher level (or regional) governance need not terminate in a 
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state.169 Furthermore, what happens in a higher-level association of 
cooperatives is not necessarily qualitatively different than what cooper-
ative managerial boards are already doing. Size and scope are perhaps 
the biggest differences. Even if it was different, a society-wide gover-
nance structure need not be identical to that entity(s) with a monopoly 
on physical violence.170 The western intellectual tradition has ingrained 
tasks like “justice,” “policy enforcement,” “protection from thieves,” etc., 
to the state, as if cooperative firms and contemporary corporations do 
not already effectively perform these functions for themselves or for 
others.171 They do. In fact, each sphere does what (allegedly) only the 
state does (e.g., parents teach theirs kids, discipline their children and 
settle disputes; schools do this as well, in addition to fostering the arts, 
and sports; churches often do all of this, and also enact social justice 
by caring for the poor, etc.). Subcontracting out specific tasks like law- 
enforcement or dispute settlement to a separate entity (and then giving 
additional powers to that entity, which trump the wills of individuals) is 
a choice, a human construction. Law enforcement and regional gover-
nance is necessary for civilization, but the nation-state is not. The only 
real, proprietary aspect(s) of the state is acting as the highest authority, 
over a person’s body and society as a whole (the ultimate monopoly), 
public trust in this political authority, national mythology to induce this 
trust,172 and the (frequently) oppressive results that follow.173 This is why 
all states must continually “search for legitimacy”174—they constantly 
risk being replaced by something better or fading into irrelevance. 

Cooperative-based “government” (i.e., syndicalism, where a 
Community Council is comprised of coop managers/directors) would 
simply address the legal relations, policies, and needs of the community 
of cooperatives as a whole.175 Such a Council would serve as a national 
liaison, special jury for high level cases between cooperatives and other 
social units, issues passports, distributes allocated funds across coopera-
tives, proposes modifications to existing common law, sets international 
trade standards, and functions as nodes for the jurisdiction’s distributed 
ledger (currency and record-keeping system).176 A non-state governance 
structure in a fully cooperative society is emergent and (thus) integral—a 
“standing-committee” or “democratic confederation.”177

Regarding (2), it is an assumption in contemporary discourse that 
profits in a capitalist economy are inherently moral (even godly). That 
is, profit-sharing is not morally required (i.e., just). This issue stems from 
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the long debate between labor theory of value (LTV) vs. utilitarian sub-
jective theory of value in economic thought.178 Broadly speaking, in the 
labor theory of value LTV tradition, workers have the right to business 
profits because those profits (or the “value” of those profits) originate 
mostly or entirely from their labor. It is not enough to simply “own” a 
profit-making asset (hence arguments on why it is or is not immoral for 
landlords to collect rent,179 and arguments against “private property” 
entirely).180 In the utilitarian and “subjective” school (with its emphasis 
on the “pure” or “title theory” of property rights), however, profit goes 
solely to the owner (unless they choose otherwise) because (a) they are 
the owner (title holder), which is what matters most,181 and (b) if appli-
cable, they have performed labors in connecting consumer demand with 
supply, resulting in positive revenue (“entrepreneurship”). 

In some ways, these two traditions are looking at different dimen-
sions, so the degree of contradiction or overlap is debatable. Perhaps 
labor value and exchange value are simply two different values and 
can peacefully coexist.182 Whatever the case, it is evident enough that 
cooperatives can successfully exist within a property-rights framework 
— and indeed, might only function within one (broadly conceived). But 
it is also evident enough that profits and revenue are the result not of 
ownership or simply capital reallocation, but primarily of mass labor 
(from which capital originates).183 Is it such a stretch, then, to suggest 
that workers ought (yes, the moral ought) therefore have majority own-
ership of the means of production (i.e., all firms with employees184 ought 
to be majority-owned by workers), entitling them to the majority of the 
firm’s profits?185 When combined with a more robust ethical framework 
oriented around the common good, distributed wealth, decentralized 
power, and equity, this hardly seems unreasonable. Indeed, it appears 
necessary.

Conclusion

“While there are always clergy members and theologians swift 
to assure us that the New Testament condemns not wealth but its 
abuse, not a single verse (unless subjected to absurdly forced read-
ings) confirms the claim.”186

—David Bentley Hart
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This article was written during the most difficult economic conditions 
since the Great Depression. Millions of tenants are on the edge of evic-
tion.187 Suicide rates are skyrocketing.188 Hospitals are overwhelmed by 
COVID-19.189 

And yet, for privileged capitalists, (who have more than just labor to 
exchange), March 2020 to December 2020 has been the greatest wealth 
boon in human history. Aside from funneling much of the $2 trillion 
Cares Act, billionaires saw their wealth increase by $1 trillion190 Jeff 
Bezos could give every one of his 876,000 employees a $105,000 bonus, 
and he would still be as wealthy as he was before the pandemic.191 If 
Amazon was a cooperative, this wealth distribution would happen auto-
matically. One can only imagine all the evictions that could be avoided, 
hospital bills that could be paid, cavities fixed, cars repaired, counseling 
sessions provided, or diverse capital re-invested by this massive labor 
force. This would seem to be a more humanizing (and marginally effi-
cient) outcome than one person’s purchase of (say) another yacht. 

Thankfully, we don’t have to imagine the dividends of economic jus-
tice. By 2010, the 81-year-old Bob Moore had built up a booming whole-
grain natural food company with over $30 million a year in sales. Would 
he sell the company and let his family inherit his riches? Would he hold 
on until death? He would do neither: 

I’ve spent some time with the Bible and a couple of statements 
in there have moved me to change the way I think about things. 
There’s one that says the root of all evil is the love of money. 
If there’s any pressure I see in the world or felt in myself, it’s 
this intense pressure to see how much money we make and how 
many dollars we can have in our pockets when we die—even 
though we can’t take it with us.

And then there’s also the Golden Rule: Do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you. It’s the opposite of the love 
of money…192

This was Bob’s explanation of why he gave 100 percent of his company 
to his employees.193 Disregarding one-time bonus or an incremental 
raise, this was long-term equity distribution — the whole cash cow, based 
on the same principles of the Hebrew Jubilee or the Homestead Act. 
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And the firm has grown ever since — into 600 employees and more than 
$50 million in sales. But best of all, hundreds of employees and families 
are now better protected against the risk of falling into poverty.194 (Bob 
himself is also more gratified and, daresay, more human, as a result.) 
Christian scholars writing on economics are gradually giving more atten-
tion and merit to worker-owned cooperatives—and rightly so.195

In conclusion, putting “people before profit” is not a trite slogan of 
empty progressivism. It is a social and economic reality.196 Decentralized, 
distributed equity at the workplace is perhaps the most effective way 
of achieving that end — and so many others. “Power corrupts,” said 
Lord Acton; we must avoid being “subject to the wretched spirit of 
monopoly,” remarked Adam Smith.197 Surely these principles apply to 
both economics and politics. However, governance reform, public policy, 
and entrepreneurship are all incapable of addressing systemic change so 
long as most workers have labor but not capital, and are systematically 
denied the full fruits of their toil. 

Postscript: What Now?

“I believe in holding up a looking glass before you, so that you 
can see and know yourselves. When you are educated, when you 
realize your power, you’ll need no bombs, and no dynamite or 
militia will hold you.”198

—Emma Goldman

If (a) cooperatives are truly a more desirable, more effective, and more 
sustainable way of doing business than contemporary capitalism, and if 
(b) the current system normalizes exploitative economic relationships 
that, despite being normalized, must eventually be abolished for the 
sake of justice (the “Kingdom of God” in early Christian discourse), and 
(c) if readers are wondering what can be done (other than strikes and 
revolution),199 below are three practical suggestions.200

First and foremost, one can support cooperatives from the con-
sumer end—buying their products and use their services, and becoming 
a member—whether a local grocer or credit union. Press pause on the 
corporate west and love one’s neighbor as themselves by prioritizing 
cooperative, worker-oriented production.201 Many products have clear 
“employee-owned” labels to make this easier. Instead of staying with 
Airbnb, one might consider staying at Fairbnb. Instead of shopping online 
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at Amazon.uk for deliveries in London, consider Naveo Commerce 
(https://shop.coop.co.uk). Countless housing cooperatives by displaced 
peoples seek financial support to decolonize and de-capitalize.202 

Second, one can support cooperatives from the producer end. For 
a sole business-owner or entrepreneur wanting to do something good 
for the world (instead of just benefiting yourself) and do this in the pro-
cess of production instead of just the final product,203 they may consider 
converting to a cooperative in whatever model is most ethical, effective 
for their firm and local community. This process is not new and can take 
many achievable forms.

Third, one can support cooperatives politically—to whatever degree 
one’s conscience allows. While the view presented in this paper is largely 
“anarcho-socialist” (or “anarcho-syndicalist,” or “distributist”)—seeing 
both traditional political authority and the current regime of capitalism 
as “cancers with benefits,” there are endless possible policy changes that 
advocates might (cautiously) pursue in the meantime. One would be 
tax incentives comparable to or better than ESOPs and non-profits, or 
any variety of non-coercive, non-subsidizing supports. If Congress can 
pass a plethora of highly-influential labor regulation, it can certainly 
make more room for cooperative growth.204 (But like labor laws—it will 
require more than a little effort.)
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